2018 IN REVIEW

Exhibits
2018 ushered in four exhibitions at the Museum. Three of the exhibitions were displayed in the Community Gallery and one in the Special Gallery. Opening in January, 2018 was the Hayward Arts Council Members show. The exhibit included artworks from over 48 artists from throughout the East Bay.

The summer exhibition was a traveling exhibition from our partners at Exhibit Every, Black and White in Black and White. The exhibit included large format images printed from glass plate negatives depicting mostly early 20th Century portraits of African Americans in Lincoln, Nebraska. The amazing images had been carried around for many years in the possession of the curator Doug Krister who made his home in California, not knowing what treasures he had. After more in-depth research, Krister found that the photos had been taken by African American photographer John Johnson.

The exhibition presented the opportunity for our community to see a rare collection of images that they would not have seen otherwise.

Education
In 2018, HAHS served 2,994 Hayward area students through school tours, in-class presentations, and Discovery Kit rentals.

Through six programs, we served an additional 654 visitors. These programs included the Black History Month lecture with guest Professor JoAnn Seals, the Hayward Area Film Festival, Japanese arts and crafts program for families, a first hand recounting of “Stories from Camp” related to the Loyal Americans exhibition, a discussion about civil liberties, and our Day of the Dead family program.

2018 Staff
AT Stephens, Executive Director
Diane Curry, Intern Executive Director, Curator & Archivist
John Christian, Associate Archivist
Isabella Goldberg, Visitor Services Assistant
Eleanor Katari, Education & Volunteer Manager
Tatyana Long, Bookkeeper
Seth Newbury, Visitor Services Manager
Marcoce Oginyi, Membership & Marketing Manager
Bri Reinger, Education & Volunteer Manager
Tiffany Ramoneda, Visitor Services & Event Manager

2018 Volunteers
Sandra Aguilar-Sanford
Pamela Apolitos
Connie Brenner
Marcecc Brightenstone
Scott Carey
Linda Carroll
Marie Cartuccio
Celinee Chatsman
Terry Coleto
Lucille Cooper
Nancy Courtney
Eric Delahousse
Diane Enns
Selina Felathy
Daniella Glyan
Merri Gordon
Dana Hamilton
Mary Haro
Barbara Heimowitz
Stan Heimowitz
Susanna Ho
Timmy Huyhn
Donna Jackson
Hyunjeong Kim
Sharon Kinkade

Historic Properties
McLaughry House hosted 460 visitors through regular monthly open days and special programming. A small holiday boutique made its return during December, adding to the ambiance of the spirited decor. Nearly 1,770 visitors toured Meek Mansion during four free open days through the year and through special programs and programming.

San Lorenzo Pioneer Cemetery hosted 72 visitors and volunteers, who came to help with the care and maintenance of the cemetery.

In the fall, we held our annual Day of the Dead exhibition which brought another surge of participation from local artists and community members. The exhibit included traditional alteras, digital photos, pastels, acrylics, mixed media, photographs, and sculptures celebrating different interpretations of Dia de los Muertos. An interactive memorial section within the exhibition eventually included hundreds of memorials left by visitors to the exhibition in honor of their loved ones.

The interactive altar that encouraged children to build their own altar was also popular.

From the beginning of March through the end of the year was a special exhibition, Loyal Americans: Japanese American Internment During World War II. The exhibition was a true partnership with members of the local Japanese-American community who were instrumental in directing the content of the exhibition and offered artifacts for display in the exhibit. It was our highest attended exhibition ever. Visitors to the exhibit left hundreds of comments, supporting our work in presenting an often-controversial topic and sharing their own stories.

HAHS welcomed a total of 11,920 visitors to the museum for exhibits, receptions, and special tours in 2018. In total, HAHS served 19,360 people through all activities, including museum visitations, research assistance, programming and events, and field trips.

2018 Board of Directors
Richard Patenaude, President
Katie Allen, Vice President
Marellen Faria, Secretary
Jacques Gautreau, Treasurer
Sandra Davies
Pat Hodges
Tom Loretzen
Karen McHenry
Amy Nelson Smith
Matt Riley
Guy Sandool
Robert Simoni
Connie Willis
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2018 in Review

Revenue
Fundraising and Earned Income
$149,374
Investment Income
($107,890)
Revenue and other support
$133,569

Expenses
Program Services
$822,458
Administration
$339,253

Change in net assets
Net Assets at Beginning of Year
$10,110,003
Net Assets at End of Year
$9,123,345
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HAHS SUPPORTERS

Underwriting for Museum Admission
Donna L. and Edward E. Martins Foundation

Underwriting for School Tours
Berty Nebenzahl and Ruth Talley
The Optimists Club of San Leandro

2018 Education Program Sponsors
Eden Township Japanese American Citizens League
Loyal Americans Program for 2018
Hayward Rotary Club

Toddler Time
Berty Nebenzahl
Day of the Dead Family Program
The Optimists Club of San Leandro
San Lorenzo Pioneer Cemetery Clean Ups

2018 Archival Collections Care Sponsors
American Association of University Women, Hayward-Castro Valley Branch

2018 Donations
Liz and Robert Bathgate
Janet Beckerfeldt
Judy Michale Cahn
Scott Carey and John Conley
Eden Township Japanese American Citizens League
Kathryn Flowers
Judy and Jeffrey Greenhouse
Luci Hilton
Karen and Keith “Kix” Kato
Robbin Kawakita and Carl Gutekunst
Edward and Esther Keller
Robbin Kawabata and Carl Gutekunst
Karen and Keith “Kix” Kato
Lois Hilton
Judy and Jeffrey Greenhouse

2018 Artifact and Collection Donations
Susan Berkehrs
Marty Blair
Christine Bonaventola
Cheryl Bowlan
Julie Bowman
Scott Carey
Marylyn Carlson
Karen Caztable
Jaden Collins
Virginia Cummings
Elaine Duarte
Melba Farri
Juan Fernandez-Fallavena
Stephene Foster
Charles Freeman Slamper
Jacques Gauthier
Chevee Hethershaw
Patricia Kazmer
Gent Lester
John Lovell
Ann Meiers
Georgette Munoz
Berty Nebenzahl
Norma Neto
Ann Oliver Nelson
John Parkin
Hedy Puffman
Ricky Reed
Myra J. Reynolds
St. Gerard Women’s Club
Robert Sengott
Steve Shaw
Naomi Shibata
Joan Shumate
Patricia Sirogo
Howard Tursick
Kesuke “Kage” Warner
Mary Jone Xavier
Frank Zwietska

2018 Business Members
Bird Roofing
Wilma’s Collision Repair

2018 Organizational Members
Castro Valley/Eden Area Chamber of Commerce
Native Daughters of the Golden West
Hayward Parlor #122
Tri-Valley Classic Chevy Club

2018 Contributing, Sponsor, Patron, and Director’s Circle Members
Rebecca Abrams
David Alcorn
Louis Andrade
Lee and Valerie Baker
Susan and Carl Bellene
Janet Beckerfeldt
Anne and William Biddle
David Blasquez
Kary Bloom
Dorothy Garris Bommer
Liam Boylan
Ann L. Boylan
Diane M. Brandenburg
Mare and Burt Buki
David and Darlene Butler
Maryllyn Cachago Lacey
Arlynn Camier and Donald Barbaro
Denise and Cheryl Carino
Carol Custognucchini
Molly Chil
Kimberly Cherry and Jennifer Lee
Laura Constock and David Gorges
Charles Jay Conover
Vanessa Conner
Barbara Calp
Sandra and John Davini
Mary Ann Dowes
Diana Driscoll
Jim Dohnlenman & Richard Patnaude
Patricia Edgar
Manuel and Bruce Fara
Joseph and Ann Farias
Mr. and Mrs. Graham C. Flint
Joseph and Ann Farias
Mr. and Mrs. Graham C. Flint

2018 Contributing, Sponsor, Patron, and Director’s Circle Members
Tatiana Long
Alan and Marcia Los
Carol and Donald Markes
Council Member Elisa Marquez
Edward E. and Donna L. Martins
Laura Mattos
Sheila Keymony McKellon and Ethel-May Shaw
Ann McClum and Elizabeth Newey
Karen McHenny Smith
Jaime and Angela Mira
Muir Fry Ranches
Scott Moone
Lesly Morishita & Barbara Hedari-Morishita
Brian and Denise Morrison
Linda Myers
Judy Nuckowski
Berty Nebenzahl
Amy Nelson Smith
Hugh O’Donnell
Charles Plummer
Chuck Parsons
William and Laurel Quirk
Maybelle H. Rasmussen
Lawrence and Kathleen Ratto
Bria Reininger and Matt Ottowski
Renee Retting
Matt and Mary Riley
Barbara Sacks
Robert and Marge Sakai
Elizabeth Genger and Guy Sandeoval
Linda and Don Sawyer
Douglas Shackley
Clyton Sherwood
Daniel Shoup
Robert and Sandy Simon
Linda Slater
Stephanie Spenfr and Rev. Dr. Arlene Nehning
Kate Sandra and Andrew Rosenfeld
Samuel Tanaka and Lara Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Thornley

Thank you for your support! Every effort is made to ensure that our donors are properly recognized for their generosity. If you find an error, please contact our advancement team at (510) 581-0223.
The Hayward Area Historical Society joins with people of all ages in the preservation, study and interpretation of the diverse heritage of our community. Through educational programs, interpretive exhibitions and the preservation of historic sites and artifacts, the Historical Society promotes an understanding about our shared history as we face the issues that will shape our future.